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Fighting Spam 
on Social Web Sites
A Survey of Approaches and Future Challenges

In recent years, social Web sites have become important components of the

Web. With their success, however, has come a growing influx of spam. If left

unchecked, spam threatens to undermine resource sharing, interactivity, and

openness. This article surveys three categories of potential countermeasures —

those based on detection, demotion, and prevention. Although many of these

countermeasures have been proposed before for email and Web spam, the

authors find that their applicability to social Web sites differs. How should we

evaluate spam countermeasures for social Web sites, and what future challenges

might we face? 

S
ocial Web sites such as Wikipedia,

del.icio.us, and Flickr have gone

from being a small niche of the Web

to one of its most important components.

These sites rely on user-generated con-

tent, making them both incredibly

dynamic and tempting targets for spam.

The notion of spam is subjective, but in

this article, we mean either content

designed to mislead or content that the

site’s “legitimate” users don’t wish to

receive. Spam content can take many

forms, possibly manifesting as a docu-

ment, an annotation, a user profile, or an

automated vote. The attacker’s motiva-

tions largely determine the form, whether

advertising, self-promotion, disruption,

curiosity, or disparaging a competitor.

However, whatever the form, the long-

term viability of social Web sites will ulti-

mately be determined in large part by

their resistance to spam.

In this article, we survey potential

solutions for combating spam on social

Web sites, and, by doing so, compare and

contrast those with prior solutions to

email and Web spam. Our first step is to

identify social Web sites’ key characteris-

tics as they relate to spam.

Social Web Sites
Social Web sites capture and display con-

tent generated by untrusted users, which

can range from photos to text to URLs. In
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addition, content might include annotations, such

as single words (tags), comments, or votes.

Social Web sites have four important charac-

teristics relevant to our discussion of spam:

• One controlling entity. A single entity or owner

manages the system’s content and maintenance.

• Well-defined interactions. The controlling en-

tity determines a constrained set of actions

available to users. For example, a social book-

marking system lets users contribute book-

marks annotated with tags, and possibly share

bookmarks with others, but few other actions

might be allowed.

• Identity. Content and actions in the system are

tied to user identifiers; thus, their source can

identify users.

• Multiple interfaces. Users have multiple views

of site content. In a social bookmarking system,

for example, users view the most frequently

occurring tags (a “tag cloud”), or the most

recently contributed bookmarks. Each view

might have a different algorithm determining

what content is displayed and in what manner.

These characteristics substantially change the

dynamic of the adversarial relationship between

service providers and spammers. The controlling

entity can enforce spam-fighting techniques that

weren’t popular enough to gain traction in distrib-

uted email and Web systems. It can also make its

decisions based on a history of well-defined actions

by relatively well-identified users. However, having

multiple interfaces means that this entity must pro-

tect many fronts — rather than a single one — from

spam. This new dynamic means that spammers have

many more avenues for attack, whereas service

providers have more potential defensive strategies.

To illustrate these characteristics, we describe

a simple social bookmarking site. This descrip-

tion will also drive our discussion of spam-fight-

ing techniques.
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Figure 1. A complete social bookmarking system. Users (top of figure) interact with interfaces that correspond to social
mechanisms or well-defined actions on the site. These actions lead to data-level changes in the site’s back end.
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Social Bookmarking Example
As users browse the Web, they often locally save

visited URLs as bookmarks for later retrieval. Users

of a social bookmarking site, however, post them

online, optionally with descriptive tags. They can

then access these bookmarks from many locations

as well as share them with others. They can also

query the shared pool of bookmarks for certain

statistics, such as the most popular and most recent

sets of bookmarks.

In our example of a social bookmarking system

(Figure 1), there’s only one interaction for content

creation, consisting of a single action: a user may

post a bookmark. A bookmark consists of a URL

and, optionally, a list of tags describing the URL.

This information is then displayed through one or

more interfaces:

• user bookmarks — for a given user u, a list of

the most recent URLs that user posted;

• tag bookmarks — for a given tag t, a list of the

most recently posted URLs annotated with tag t;

• most recent list — a list of the most recent URLs

posted to the system by any user;

• most popular list — a list of the most popular

URLs ordered as a function of number of post-

ings and the amount of recent activity for each

URL; and

• tag cloud — a list of the most commonly occur-

ring tags in the system.

Social bookmarking systems such as del.icio.us,

Yahoo! MyWeb, and Furl implement these standard

interfaces, although they’re by no means the only

ones possible. Figure 2 shows two examples of

spam, one in the tag cloud interface, and the other

in the tag bookmarks interface.

Anti-Spam Strategies
Let’s now look at what we believe are the three main

anti-spam strategies commonly in practice (Figure

3). For each, we describe the method, note prior

work, and then apply the strategy to our social

bookmarking example. Figure 4 shows Figure 1’s

version of the system updated with these strategies.

Identification-Based (Detection)

Identification-based methods proceed in two phas-

es. In the first, likely spam is identified. Users can

either manually identify spam, or the system

owner can use pattern-based classification. In the

second phase, the system interfaces take into

account the likely spam and either delete it and

then compute their results, or display particular

results as likely spam.

For these methods, we can treat the corpus as

a set of objects with associated attributes. In email

spam, the messages are objects and the headers are
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Figure 2. An example of tag spam on a popular real-world tagging
site captured 13 August 2007. (a) A tag cloud with spam tags
pertaining to mortgages. (b) shows some URLs posted with the tag
“mortage jumbo,” all posted by the same user and with similar
names. All posts in (b) point to documents on the same spam site.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. The three main anti-spam strategies: detection, demotion,
and prevention. Detection-based strategies attempt to identify spam
and remove it or reduce its prominence. Demotion-based strategies
attempt to lower the ranking of spam in ordered lists. Prevention-
based strategies attempt to make contribution of spam more
difficult by changing interfaces or limiting user actions.
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attributes. In Web spam, the Web pages are objects,

and attributes might be inlinks, outlinks, page con-

tent, and various external metadata (such as the

speed of a page rank increase or how many

domain names resolve to the same IP). Social Web

sites will often focus on a few types of objects,

such as photos or URLs, and the attributes will then

pertain to these objects or their relationships.

With manual identification, users or trusted

moderators determine if a given object is spam.

This is also usually a prerequisite for automated

classification methods, which typically require a

training set of objects (classified either as spam or

not spam) or a seed set of objects (spam or not

spam) from which to propagate trust. Such meth-

ods look at patterns of objects or attributes that

indicate spam:

• source analysis looks at the identities of object

contributors;

• text analysis looks at words or phrases; and 

• link or behavior analysis looks at networks of

objects or users.

This is not an exhaustive list. Each of these identi-

fication methods is used in email and on the Web.

Manual spam reporting is common for training

email spam filters, and is used by sites such as

Wikipedia and Digg. Source analysis occurs in

email with whitelists (such as the Habeas Sender

Warranted Email service; www.habeas.com) and

blacklists (such as SpamCop at www.spamcop.net

and the SpamHaus project at www.spamhaus.org)

and on the Web with tools like host-based

TrustRank.1 Text analysis in email happens both

with terms (especially using Bayesian methods2)

and with textual corpora of bad messages (such as

Vipul’s Razor, a community of users who share

spam messages [http://razor.sourceforge.net], and

other tools designed to share signatures of spam

messages3). It also happens to a lesser extent on

the Web, mainly detecting stylistic elements.4,5
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Figure 4. An updated version of Figure 1 with anti-spam strategies applied. Yellow denotes added “spam fighting”
functionality. We also label the location at which each strategy (detection, demotion, and prevention) was applied.
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Finally, link analysis is very common on the Web1

but is also used in email social networks.6

In our social bookmarking example, we could

apply most of these methods. We could provide an

interface for users or moderators to label book-

marks as spam. Furthermore, we could analyze the

system data to determine if particular IP addresses,

users, domains, or text tags are associated with

spam. We might also be able to analyze bookmark-

sharing mechanisms to determine if some sources

or bookmarks are behaving unnaturally. Often,

unnatural behavior is a result of automated access

to the system or testing of the system for flaws.

These methods aren’t unique to our example — any

social Web site can have an interface to report

spam. We can also always perform text analysis on

user-generated content, source analysis on IP

addresses or user identifiers, and behavior analysis

on well-defined user interactions.

Rank-Based (Demotion)

Another strategy for combating spam is to design

the system to reduce the prominence of content

likely to be spam. Rank-based methods try to pro-

vide better results ordering for interfaces that pro-

duce lists of results. Ideally, these orderings are

both more accurate and more resistant to spam.

Rank-based methods are commonly applied on

the Web. Search engines only return the top k

results, where k is much smaller than the size of

the Web as a whole. Often improving the top k

results will lead to a reduced perception of spam,

even though technically the spam remains deep in

the ranked results. Rather than directly removing

spam, for example, trust-based methods like

TrustRank1 can reduce the rank of likely spam.

However, rank-based methods are more difficult

to apply to email because messages are almost

always ordered by time.

In our social bookmarking example, we could

apply a rank-based method by improving the algo-

rithm that determines the most popular list. For

instance, we might change the ordering for a Web

site with a geographically diverse user base to be

a function of both bookmark occurrences and

bookmark contributors’ geographical location. This

function might rank a URL that’s bookmarked by

fewer users but with geographically disparate IP

addresses higher than a URL with more bookmarks

but from a more geographically concentrated set

of users. This would lead to a broader notion of

popularity and make it more difficult to create

spam in the most popular list. However, it might

be more difficult to apply rank-based methods to

time-ranked interfaces, such as the most recent list.

More generally, most social Web sites can use

rank-based methods to improve the resistance of

targeted result-based interfaces.

Interface- or Limit-Based (Prevention)

Prevention methods try to make contributing

spam content difficult; system designers can

achieve this by making some details of the system

secret or by limiting automated interaction. Two

common forms of prevention exist — interface-

and limit-based. Interface-based methods attempt

to either hide or restrict access to actions that let

users contribute content. Limit-based methods try

to limit the resources needed for user actions in

the system so that economic considerations or

social norms apply. Commonly, limit-based sys-

tems will limit the number of new user accounts

or how often users can perform certain actions.

These limits can either be hard-number limits or

implicit limits imposed by charging money for

certain interactions.

Interface-based methods are common both on

the Web and with email. On the Web, we can use

CAPTCHAs7 (a type of challenge-response test that

stands for completely automated public Turing test

to tell computers and humans apart; www.

captcha.net) to prevent programmatic access to a

Web site. Disposable email addresses (for example,

Spam Gourmet and other providers of one-time or

limited-use email addresses), challenge-response

messages,8,9 and graylisting (essentially asking the

email sender to “come back later”)10 are all com-

mon interface-based methods for making pro-

grammatic sending of email messages difficult.

Limit-based methods have been more commonly

proposed than implemented, although examples

abound of each. With email, there have been var-

ious proposals for “stamps,” which cost either

computational time (such as proofs-of-work sys-

tem HashCash [www.hashcash.org] and Microsoft’s

PennyBlack [http://research.microsoft.com/research/

sv/PennyBlack/], or other work11) or real money.12

On the Web, although there’s no set interaction

cost, certain resources are more expensive than

others. For instance, *.edu domains are difficult

and expensive for a search engine spammer to

acquire, whereas *.info domains are much less

so. Various Web communities, such as Kuro5hin

(www.kuro5hin.org), have experimented with ceas-
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ing creation of new accounts in order to strength-

en existing user-moderation systems.

In the social bookmarking example, we could

apply any of these methods. We could apply inter-

face-based methods by using CAPTCHAs to prevent

automated account creation or automated book-

mark posting. Aside from blocking automated

input, we might also be able to hide or reduce the

value of certain interfaces. For instance, if the most

popular list were a prominent interface, we could

personalize it on a per-user basis, making it more

difficult to reliably spam. (Rather than having a sin-

gle list of results to penetrate, the attacker would

then need to figure out how to penetrate a large

subset of users’ personalized lists. Having person-

alized lists increases both the difficulty of success

and the difficulty for the attacker to determine that

they were successful.) We could apply limit-based

methods by making users who register for an

account or post a bookmark either pay a small fee

or compute a proof-of-work. In fact, a HashCash

implementation already exists that’s intended to

prevent blog comment spam. We could also restrict

the creation of new user accounts or limit how

many bookmarks could be posted per day. Regard-

less of the Web site type, there’s almost certainly a

monetary, computational, or social cost at which

spam creation becomes undesirable. However, this

cost could drive away legitimate users first.

Evaluation
Ideally, a formal evaluation of the strategies pre-

sented here should take place before deploying

them in a real social system. Such systems are

large and complicated, and users might react neg-

atively to rapid or negatively perceived changes.

More formal models for evaluation can prevent

system owners from investing resources in imple-

menting strategies that could turn out to be inad-

equate in practice.

Evaluating the effectiveness of a set of spam

countermeasures requires two ingredients: spam

models and spam metrics. A spam model captures

whether content in the system is classified as spam

or not spam. A spam metric provides a quantita-

tive assessment of how spam affects a particular

interface. But deriving good spam models and met-

rics is complicated by two factors:

• Subjectivity of spam. The notion of “spam”

content varies from person to person. Whereas

one person might consider the tag “ugly” on a

photo of Aunt Thelma to be inappropriate,

another might think it’s perfect! Consequently,

the notion of a “malicious” tag is very subjec-

tive. Most people would agree that some

behaviors are inappropriate, but precisely

defining such behaviors isn’t easy.

• Malicious users. Malicious users can mount

several different attacks on a social system. If

they know that there’s a limit on how much

content they can submit, for instance, they can

sign up using different identities. If they know

that moderators will block users who post

spam, they might try to disguise their attacks

by contributing a fraction of “good” content.

What malicious users do depends on their

sophistication, their goals, and on whether they

collude. Because malicious users are a moving

target, it’s hard to know what they’ll do next.

Given these difficulties, we look first at possible

approaches to spam modeling.

Spam Models

We can model spam in a social system using two

approaches: either define an ideal model by mak-

ing a set of assumptions (a synthetic spam

model) or build a model based on real data

observation (a trace-driven spam model). Both

models lead to labeled data sets for evaluating

spam-fighting techniques.

A synthetic spam model requires a representa-

tion of a social system and of user interactions

therein. For instance, our social bookmarking sys-

tem might be represented by four values:

• O — the set of system objects, in particular URLs;

• U — the set of system users;

• T — the set of system tags; and

• P — a list of tuples (oi, uj, tk, …, tl), each of

which denotes that user uj posted object oi with

tags tk through tl.

This representation, when generalized to allow arbi-

trary object types, is the model we used in recent

work.13 To model user interactions in the system, we

also need to define spam content and malicious

behavior. In our example, we could assume that

each URL has a set of tags that correctly describe it

and that malicious behavior consists of selecting an

incorrect tag for a particular object. For instance,

the URL www.time.gov (a Web site providing the

official US time) might appropriately be tagged
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“time” or “US.” All other tags (such as “cat,”

“Indonesia”) are incorrect (spam); there are no

ambiguous tags. Once we have defined the system’s

representation and interactions within it, we can use

our model to generate synthetic data. However, we

might also want to parameterize the model with

variables like the distributions that are used to select

tags, queries, and objects. Such parameterization lets

us capture how spam-fighting techniques will cope

with different situations and user behaviors. How-

ever, even though we know a priori which content is

spam and what policy malicious users will follow,

our spam-fighting techniques aren’t aware of this

information. Only when it’s time to evaluate how

successful the technique was do we look at which

tags were correct and which were spam.

A trace-driven spam model starts with content

available in the system or in a publicly available

test collection. It then explicitly requires some user

or expert input to label spam content; this could

be a set of positive and negative examples of spam

content or it might have been distilled from many

users’ aggregate votes. Researchers, system design-

ers, and others can then use this set to evaluate

spam-fighting schemes, such as how effective the

schemes are at classifying content as spam or

demoting it in various user views. Practitioners

often use trace-driven spam models for evaluating

email and Web spam-fighting methods.14

In practice, trace-driven spam models have

usually been preferred because they can produce

more realistic results. However, they might under-

represent content due to sample bias or topic drift

in the underlying collection, and they’re sometimes

time-consuming to create. These weaknesses are

more pronounced for social Web sites. Varying

modes of interaction and differing subject matter

mean that each site (or type of site) potentially

might need a different trace-driven spam model.

Social Web sites also tend to experience rapid

growth, which could promote topic drift as the user

base changes. For these reasons, we believe that

synthetic models might be more practical for social

Web sites, even though we must be more careful

in interpreting them. 

Spam Metrics

Spam metrics quantify the impact of spam on an

interface or the effectiveness of a spam-fighting

method at protecting a particular interface. We will

describe two basic types of metrics; variations exist

but are outside the scope of this article.

One approach is to view the spam problem as

a classification problem: given a list of objects,

partition it into two lists, one list of spam content

and one list of non-spam content. In this case, we

can define spam metrics based on the traditional

concepts of precision and recall:

• Precision. Of the good (or bad) content that we

acted on (identified, changed the rank of, or

prevented) as good (or bad), what percentage

was actually good (or bad)?

• Recall. Of the good (or bad) content in the sys-

tem, what percentage did we act upon as good

(or bad)?

Another approach is to view the spam problem

as a ranking problem: given a list of objects, com-

pute a rank for each object. This makes the most

sense for evaluating demotion-based strategies. In

this case, a spam metric could take into account

both the number of spam objects and their posi-

tion in the list. For instance, the SpamFactor met-

ric measures the spam for a ranked set of n results

returned for a query tag t in a tagging system.13

SpamFactor increases as more spam is present in

the results, and as that spam is featured more

prominently. SpamFactor is computed as

,

where

.

Other information retrieval metrics, such as

mean average precision (MAP), can also be

adapted to evaluate spam’s impact on ranked

retrieval. Of course, in a real-world system, spam

metrics are only one class in a variety of metrics

that a system designer could use to improve

ranked results.

Evaluation Scenario: Tagging Systems

To illustrate how we can evaluate spam-fighting

techniques, and what we can learn from such eval-

uations, we briefly describe an evaluation we

performed. The evaluation uses a very simple syn-

thetic model, but in spite of its simplicity, we

believe it can yield useful insights. Details and full

results can be found elsewhere.13
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We focused on a tagging system in which users

annotate objects (URLs, photographs, and the like).

As described earlier, we generated synthetic

objects, each with a set of “good” tags. As a start-

ing point, we considered the following user mod-

els: when a good user tags object oi, he or she

selects at random from among oi’s good tags; when

a bad user tags oi, he or she selects at random

among tags that aren’t good for oi.

The bad user model captures the behavior of a

“lousy but not malicious” user. In other work, we

also considered bad users who are malicious and

collude.13 For the evaluation, we considered 10,000

objects and 1,000 users in the system and a set of

500 tags that users can apply to their postings.

Each user can contribute 10 postings.

We studied the effect of users’ tagging behavior

for single-tag queries. Given a query containing a

tag t, the system returns a ranked list of objects

that contain t. We considered the following three

search schemes:

• Boolean model, which randomly orders objects

that match the query tag t in the results. 

• Occurrence-based model, which ranks each

object oi by counting the number of tuples in

P with object oi and tag t.

• Coincidence-based model, which takes into

account users’ reliability. We can measure reli-

ability in this way: user ui is considered more

reliable than user uj if ui’s tags more often coin-

cide with other users’ tags compared to uj’s

tags. (That is, ui is more often in agreement

with its peers.) To measure how reliable a user

is, we define the coincidence factor c(u) of a

user u as follows:

where P (ui, o, t) represents the set of postings by

user ui that associate o with t. Given a query tag t,

we can account for coincidence factors for rank-

ing documents returned for a specific query tag.

Then, the rank of a document d with respect to t

can be computed as follows:

,

where users(d, t) is the set of users that have

assigned t to d, and co is the sum of coincidence

measures of all users. The latter is used for normal-

ization purposes so that a rank ranges from 0 to 1.

To illustrate what researchers and system

designers can do with such a model, we consider

here two of the questions studied in other work:13

Does leveraging social knowledge (like tag coinci-

dences) help in fighting spam? Does limiting the

number of tags per user (a tag budget) help com-

bat spam?

Figure 5a illustrates the effect that varying the

percentage of bad users in the system has on the

SpamFactor value of tag search results. Spam-

Factor grows linearly because more bad users con-

tribute more bad postings. Relying on the number

of occurrences of the query tag in an object’s post-

ings generates results that are marginally better

than randomly selected objects matching the query

tag. Using tag coincidences works substantially

better, cutting SpamFactor by a factor of two. The

reason behind this improvement is that more

informed decisions regarding which objects to

rank d t
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Figure 5. Illustrations of varying different aspects of a synthetic model and their effects on spam. (a) The effect of a varying
percentage of bad users on a tagging system, vs. (b) the effect of a varying tag budget for each user.
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select are possible when relying not only on the

fact that an object is associated with a tag, but also

on the number and reliability of users who have

claimed so. Consequently, leveraging social knowl-

edge can help fight spam, at least with “lousy" bad

users who do not collude. Of course, when bad

users proliferate, all countermeasures will become

gradually less effective.

Figure 5b shows how tag search results are

affected by varying the number of tags allowed per

user (tag budget) from 2 to 200 for a moderate bad

user population (10 percent of the overall user pop-

ulation). We observe that when users provide more

postings in the system, duplicate good postings

accumulate, helping occurrence-based searches to

generate results that are increasingly better than

Boolean results. Coincidence-based results are

even better because as users contribute more tags,

tag coincidences will occur more often, thus the

system can identify reliable users more easily. Con-

sequently, active good users are beneficial for tag

searches because they can help promote good

objects. Thus, forcing a tag budget per user to limit

the negative impact of malicious users also con-

strains the positive impact on the system due to

good user activity.

I f email and Web spam are any lesson, what we’re

witnessing today is only the first round in what

will likely be an unending conflict. Currently, much

of the spam on social Web sites can probably be

detected by the off-the-shelf methods surveyed so

far. Over time, we anticipate that anti-spam tech-

niques for social Web sites will diverge from email

and the Web. Spam contributors will start to create

strategies based on the varied set of interactions

that social Web sites provide, such as voting and

spam reporting, as well as currently deployed coun-

termeasures, and the next round will begin.

In the meantime, we have surveyed pre-exist-

ing solutions to the problem of spam on social

Web sites. In many ways, these solutions work

even better for social Web sites than for the

domains for which they were intended. In partic-

ular, detailed logs of user interaction can be kept,

greatly aiding identification-based methods. The

single controlling entity of a social Web site can

also force interface and limit-based solutions that

weren’t possible with the widely distributed email

and Web systems. On the other hand, mandating

interface and limit-based solutions could also

alienate inconvenienced users or even be coun-

terproductive. Consequently, evaluation of anti-

spam strategies should take place, even before

deploying them in a real social system, in order

to gain insight into their merits and foresee pos-

sible shortcomings. For this purpose, we need to

derive appropriate spam models and metrics,

which, as we have seen, is not trivial. Moreover,

our evaluation metrics might always be one step

behind as more sophisticated strategies and eval-

uation metrics have a habit of breeding more

sophisticated adversaries.

Beyond these methods’ raw effectiveness, we

believe that one of the most interesting challenges

in this area is determining the mix of countermea-

sures that users find most appropriate. This is also

likely to be community-specific. Some communities

are likely to favor anti-spam, which requires manu-

al human labor, because these solutions are trans-

parent and create user involvement. However, others

might perceive behind-the-scenes algorithms or

trusted moderators as less likely to be biased. Fig-

uring out the proper balance of countermeasures,

together with the potential for interesting new rank-

based methods and evaluation metrics for a multi-

tude of new interfaces, leads us to believe this will

be a fertile research area in the future.
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